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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, the main objective is to test the homogeneity of proportions and 
to combine proportions into a pooled estimate. The Pearson chi-square statistic 
in the fixed effects model and the DerSimonian and Laird's Q statistic in random 
effects model are then introduced. As the data is binomially distributed, ordinary 
linear model is not suitable for our case. Instead, a generalized linear model, 
which does not assume normality of the data is adopted. However, when there 
is insufficient information to construct a full likelihood model, a quasi-likelihood 
approach which only requires the mean of the data and the relationship between 
the mean and the variance is suggested. Finally, as overdispersion and intraclass 
correlation always exhibit when analyzing binary data, different test statistics are 
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In this thesis, we review different approaches in testing the homogeneity of 
proportions in Meta-analysis, teratology, fixed effects model and random effects 
model. Meta-analysis is a statistical method to synthesize evidence from multiple 
studies and to combine the study results. In recent years, meta-analysis is widely 
used in medical research(e.g. Tengs and Osgood 2001; Meredith 2000). It often 
uses the accumulated evidence about a treatment to provide guidance to clinicians 
and to bring about improvements in the quality of the primary research. 
One important area of meta-analysis is combinability. Therefore, the iden-
tification of heterogeneity in effects between studies becomes essential, since it 
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is critical for determining whether the individual results can be pooled into one 
summary measure. 
In meta-analysis, fixed effects model and random effects model are the two 
commonly used models. Based on these two models, several test statistics are 
considered to test the homogeneity of proportions. Most of the tests assume 
that the data is distributed binomially. Therefore, it invalidates the normality 
assumption of a traditional linear model and hence a generalized linear model is 
used. The essence of this generalization is that data is not necessarily assumed 
to be normally distributed and the mean is not necessarily taken as a linear 
combination of parameters but that some function of the mean is. 
On the other hand, in modeling binary response data, the individual binary 
observations that make up the observed proportions may not be independent. 
Therefore, it leads to a variance that is greater than that on the assumption of 
binomial variability. And this greater variance would be indicative to overdisper-
sion. 
In order to detecting this excess binomial variability, C{A) tests (Neyman, 
1959) for the beta-binomial model and the correlated binomial model are de-
rived for the goodness of fit of the binomial distribution. Nevertheless, there is 
sometimes insufficient information to construct a likelihood function. So a semi-
2 
parametric model using quasi-likelihood incorporates for testing homogeneity of 
proportions, in the presence of overdispersion. The quasi-likelihood approach as-
sumes that the data comes from any distribution that is specified by only the 
first two moments of the response with some unknown common dispersion. 
Apart from the parametric and semi-parametric models, some simple methods 
are also considered. Recently, Donner (1989) suggested weighting the Pearson 
chi-square statistic by a correction factor, whereas Rao and Scott (1992) sug-
gested procedure based on the concept of design effect and effective sample size. 
These methods adjusted the Pearson chi-square statistic to account for intraclass 
correlation which causes overdispersion. 
In this thesis, some test statistics of homogeneity commonly used in meta-
analysis are reviewed. As the main objective of this thesis is to make inference 
about the proportions of studies, three basic tests of hypotheses can be seen in 
section 1.2. In Chapter 2, Pearson chi-square statistic and a logistic regression 
model based on fixed effects are introduced. Also, different pooled estimates of 
proportions are presented in the latter part of the same chapter. In Chapter 3， 
DerSimonian and Laird's Q test together with a generalized linear model with 
random effects are discussed. Finally, the C{A) test statistic, Donner statistic 
and Rao-Scott statistic, are considered in Chapter4 and a simple example with 
discussion is given in Chapter 5. 
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1.2 Tests of Hypotheses 
Statistical inference is often divided into three types of methods, construction 
of point estimates, confidence regions, and hypothesis tests. In testing the homo-
geneity of proportions of the studies, three methods of hypothesis tests based on 
the likelihood function are introduced in this section. 
Consider testing a null hypothesis Hq which specifies exactly r <p restrictions 
on the parameters 6>i，• • .，� .T h e hypothesis can be expressed as 
Ho： 0 = 00 
and the alternative hypothesis is 
Hi： 6 
1.2.1 Likelihood Ratio Statistic 
The likelihood ratio statistic was originally proposed by Neyman and Pear-
son (1928, 1933). It is also called the generalized likelihood ratio statistic as it 
generalizes the simple likelihood ratio for testing two simple hypotheses. The 
likelihood function L{6) measures the likelihood of a particular value of 9 in light 
of the data. Under the null hypothesis Hq, the maximum value of likelihood func-
tion is L{6O) and under the alternative hypothesis HI its maximum value is L{6). 
Since both the L(没�)and 1{6) are never negative and the ratio L{§)/L{eo) > 1-
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Thus, the ratio can measure how much more probable is the data assuming Hi 
than Hq. 
The likelihood ratio statistic is given by 
XIR = H M - I M (1 .1 ) 
where L{9) is the log likelihood function. This statistic is asymptotically dis-
tributed as a chi-square distribution with r degrees of freedom under the null 
hypothesis. 
1.2.2 The Rao's Score Statistic 
The Rao's score statistic, or commonly known as the score statistic, was 
proposed by Rao (1947). The score function, 
is a vector of length p. Under some mild conditions, U{0) has mean zero and 
variance equal to the expected information matrix. 
The score statistic is given by 
x i = m r 讽 ) - i 曜 (1.2) 
where i[6Q) is the information matrix with Oq substituted for 0. Under the null 
hypothesis, Xs is also distributed asymptotically as a chi-square distribution with 
5 
r degrees of freedom. 
1.2.3 Wald's Statistic 
The Wald statistic was proposed by Wald (1941). The maximum likelihood 
A 
estimator 6 has an approximately multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 
and p X p variance matrix given by the inverse of the information matrix, . 
The Wald statistic is given by 
xw = { o - e o f i { 0 ) - \ e - e o ) (1.3) 
Like the X\R and x|, XW is also asymptotically distributed according to a chi-
square distribution with r degrees of freedom. In the simple case where 6> is a 
single parameter, Xw is just the square of the usual z-statistic {6 — 6)/s.e.{§) 
1.3 Notation 
In the following chapters, we assume that I is the number of studies and m,-
clusters are randomized to each of these studies. Let Xij be the number of events 
among the riij units in the jth cluster { j : 1,2,. . • ,mi) within the ith study 
(2 = 1,2, •••,/) and pij = Xijlnij. 
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The proportion of events in group i is given by 
八 工i 
Pi = —， 
where 
rrii rrii 
Xi ^ 00ij and = n -^. 
j=i j=i 
The estimated overall proportion is given by 
^ — 
P — W • Ei 二 1 n, 




whereas the sum of all sample sizes 
i=l 
As our chief objective is to make inference about the proportion of events in 
the studies and to test the homogeneity, the null hypothesis of interest is 
HQ : PY = PI = … 二 PI 
against the alternative hypothesis 
Hi : not all Pi are homogenous 
7 
Chapter 2 
Fixed Effects Model 
2.1 Introduction 
The fixed effects model assumes that the individual studies to be meta-
analyzed are the universe of interest. An effect is called fixed if the levels in 
the study represent all possible levels of the factor, or at least all levels about 
which inference is to be made. 
The fixed effects model is given by 
yi = a + P, + e^  i 二 1，2，•. •，/ 
where a is the overall mean, P'-s are unknown fixed effects parameters measur-
ing the differences between the studies and e-s are unknown independent and 
identically distributed normal random variables with mean zero and variance 
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2.2 Pearson Chi-square Statistic 
Fleiss (1986) argued that the fixed effects model is appropriate as the studies 
are seldom chosen at random from a well-defined population and therefore the 
effects cannot be associated with any population. 
Thus, Fleiss (1981) suggested testing the homogeneity by the statistic 
(2.1) 
ztt - P ) 
which has an asymptotic distribution of chi-square with (7 -1 ) degrees of freedom. 
This statistic, actually, is the well known Pearson chi-square statistic. 
Note that this x^ test can be derived as a score test described in Chapter 1. 
We assume that x'-s are independent binomial random variables. 
The log likelihood function of binomial is 
/ \ 
I rii I I 
Kp) 二 log + ^ Xilog{p,) + J^im 一 x,)log(l — p,) 
J 









By the assumption of independence, 
E f 而 - r i i p y — tij 
\p{l-p)) v[i-v) 
and 
/ - \ / A \ 
Xi — flip Xj — rijp 
Therefore, the information matrix and its inverse are given respectively by 
他 = m ( p M p ) i 
(xi-nip\ (xi-nip)(x2-n2j3) {xi-nip){xj-njp) 
VP(I-p)； m-p)r- (p(i-p))2 
r\ 
{x2—n2p){xi—nip) / X2-n9p\ {x2—n2p){xj-7iip) 
=E (p(i-p))' \p{l-p)J (p(l-p))2 
• • 争 鲁 
• • • • 
• • • . 
{xi-njp){xi-nip) ixj-njp){x2-n2p) (xj-nip^^ 
_ ( P ( l - P ) ) - m-p)r-""" ••‘ I P ( l - P ) ) _ 
Til 0 … 0 
1 0 n2 . . . 0 
VO^-V) . . . : 
• » • • 
0 0 ••• nj 
and 
1/ni 0 … 0 
—1 0 l/n2 … 0 
釣 ] — = - P ) 
• • • • 
• 參 • . 
0 0 . . . l /nj 
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Finally, we get the score statistic as 
x L . e = 刚 T 剛 - 糊 
2 — (工i — UiP) 2 
乂 二 ^^ n,p{l-p)〜仏1 
which is identical to (2.1). 
2.3 Logistic Regression Model 
A traditional linear model is of the form 
Vi = oc'iP + ei (2.2) 
where yi is the response variable for the zth observation. The Xi is a column 
vector of covariates, or explanatory variables, for observation i which is considered 
to be fixed and jS is the corresponding vector of unknown parameter. The e'-s 
are assumed to be independent, normal random variables with zero mean and 
variance cr^ . Thus, the expected value of yi is 
E{y.) = fM = x[f3 
However, this tradition model may not be appropriate if the mean of a mea-
sured proportion is between 0 and 1. Since the linear predictor x[f3 can take on 
any value and the mean in a traditional linear model is not restricted to this 
11 
range. A generalized linear model which extends the traditional linear model is 
therefore considered. 
The basic form of the generalized linear model is 
g � =x - P 
Nelder and Wedderburn (1972) called g{fii) the link function as it links the linear 
model to the mean of y. 
Logistic regression model is one of the generalized linear models with a re-
sponse variable yt which has a binomial distribution and the corresponding link 
function is \og[pi/{l - Pi)]. Nelder and Wedderburn (1972) also showed that the 
logistic regression model can be fitted by the method of maximum likelihood. It 
can easily be performed in the help of computer packages or programs in SAS. The 
SAS procedures, such as PROC LOGISTIC and PROC GEMMOD, can carry out 
the maximum likelihood estimation with either the Fisher-scoring algorithm or 
the Newton Raphson algorithm. 
2.3.1 Testing Linear Hypotheses about the Regression Co-
efficients 
The model (2.2) can be expressed in matrix form as 
Y = Xf3-^e 
12 
and the linear hypotheses for j3 can be written as 
Ho： L(3 = c 
where L is matrix of coefficients for the linear hypotheses, and c is a vector of 
constants. The vector of regression coefficients (3 includes slope parameters as 
well as intercept parameters. 
The Wald chi-square statistic for testing Hq is computed as 
XLV 二 [LP - C)'[LVCP)L']-\LP — c) (2.3) 
A 八 
where V{0) is the estimated covariance matrix. Under HQ, XW has an asymptotic 
chi-square distribution with r degrees of freedom, where r is the rank of L. 
Supposing that there are I studies and only ( / — 1) indicators of studies,工“ 
are needed. The logit model is written as 
logit(p) = l o g - ^ = A) + XiPi + . •. + 
1 -p 
The estimated proportion of each study, 
p = 
1 + g/3o+xi/3iH |-x/_i/3/_i 
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Therefore,the null hypothesis becomes 
丑0 : = A = . • • = A - i = 0 
and in this case, 
1 • 0 ... 0 「 1 
logit po 
1 1 0 … 0 
logit (pi/po) 
^ = 1 0 1 … 0 and [3 = 
• • • 
• • • • . 
logit {pi-i/po) 
1 0 0 ••• 1 L � i x i 
- J i"x/ 
一 — 
"0 0 0 … 0 
0 "1 0 … 0 
D = 0 0 "2 …. 0 
： i ： 0 
0 0 0 … " / — I 
1- J Ixl 
where Ui = niPi{l - p i ) . 
0 1 0 … 0 
0 0 1 0 
L = 
• • • . • 
• • 
0 0 0 … 1 
L �(i-i)xj 
with rank (I — 1). 
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一 n r -1 p — 
1 1 1 . . . 1 "0 0 0 … 0 1 0 0 ••• 0 
0 1 0 ••• 0 0 " i 0 . . . 0 1 1 0 . . . 0 
X 丨 DX 二 0 0 1 . . . 0 0 0 i/2 ••• 0 1 0 1 . . . 0 
‘ * ‘ • • • • • • r\ • . 
: : : • • : ： ： ： •• 0 : : : • - : 
0 0 0 … 1 0 0 0 ••• Pi-i 1 0 0 ••• 1 
匕 J L J L _ 
Ef;ol … " I - l 
0 … 0 
~ "2 0 "2 … 0 
* • • . • 
• • • • . 
" / - I 0 0 … 
L — 
and 
"0 —"0 —"0 • • • —"0 
一 (吉 + 六） “。 ... "0 
(X'DX ) - I = - . 0 .0 + 吉 ） … . 0 
• • • 争 争 
• • . . . 
• • • • . 
_ 一“。 "0 lyo … + A ) 
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- -
一"1"2 — … —巧"/—I 
一 1 — 
二 1 ,, —�Z^3 —吵Z "3 Ztol "i •… 一 
• • • - • • • • • »    » 蠢 
吵I-l —"3力-1 • • • l^I-l E^qI l^i L _ 
By substituting all these results into (2.3), the Wald test statistic is given by 
xh^ = {M'[L{X'DX)-'LR\M 
1 (1-1 7-1 � 
^W = W i n — \ E E " • g i t > 
乙i=0 "i y j>i i=0 Pi J 
which has a asymptotically distribution with (I — 1) degrees of freedom, where 
i^i nipi(l -pi). 
2.4 Combining Proportions 
If the hypothesis is believed to be true, a pooled estimate of proportions is 
computed. In this section, some classical estimators together with the computer-
intensive estimators are introduced. 
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2.4.1 Classical Estimators 
The weighted common proportion is given by 
A eLi ^iPt 
P= "W  
and different estimates can be obtained by putting different weights. 
The pure binomial estimator, 
N 
where N = E 几“ use the weights associated with the size of studies, This 
estimator is appropriate to the case where, given n“ Xt is binomially distributed 
with a constant binomial probability. 
An alternative estimator, 
^ — EL^i Vi 
treats the studies with equal importance, or Wi = 1. The pi is appropriate 
in situations where the variation of the binomial probability is so large as to 
dominate "within-stiidy" variation. More succinctly, po gives equal weight to all 
N items, whereas PI gives equal weights to the I studies. 
Another usual choice makes the weights for the studies inversely proportional 




2.4.2 Jackknife Estimator 
The jackknife (Miller, 1974) is a method of converting a given estimator into 
a revised estimator so that the revised estimator will be less biased compared 
with the original estimator. We take po as the basic estimator and the jackknife 
machinery is applied. 
The jackknife estimator obtained by Gladen (1979), 
A / 二 Ad + ( / — I)互 （2.4) 
is actually the average of the pseudovalue where 
i=l 丄、—几！ i=l 
p\i =Po- yi, 
Pi 二 Po + [I — i)yi-
Here p\i is the estimator calculated from all observations except the zth observa-
tion, and Pi is the zth pseudovalue. 
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In order to investigate the nature of the jackknife estimator, we reexpress (2.4) 
in the form 
I 
Pj = 卿 i 
i=l 
where pi = Xi/rti and 
( N 
_ ^ ^ - 1 rij _ ^ „ / Uj \ 
Although the sum of the weights is equal to one, there is no guarantee that p j 
will fall between zero and one as weights are not necessarily positive. However, 
this difficulty occurs only when the number of studies, /，is very small. 
2.4.3 Cross-validatory estimators 
The estimators po and pi are treated as the ends of a natural spectrum of 
estimate values. By considering the interval of p with these endpoints an 
adaptive estimator is obtained by cross-validatory (Stone, 1974) method 
p(a) = apo + (1 — q)pi, 0 < a < 1 
(1) The unweighted cross-validatory estimator 
Puw = + (1 一 auu')pi 
where a測 minimizes T.i{Pi 一 ctpo\i — (1 — and 
—T A P o v — — Piv) 。 
^^UW — P / A I N [Z.D I 
Ei(po\i - PI\I) 
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(2) The weighted cross-validatory estimator 
Pw OLwpQ + (1 - OL^)Vl 
where a^ minimizes Ei n八Pi _ ctPo\i — (1 — ct)pi\i}'^  and 
^ — TA - - Vi\i) e� 
^W — ^ T� : ；: (Z.D) 
Ei 叫(Po\i — Piv) 
In (2.4) and (2.5), po\t and pi\i denote the values taken by po and pi with 
omitted ith datum (n ,^ Xi) respectively. 
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Chapter 3 
Random Effects Model 
3.1 Introduction 
The random effects model takes the studies being analyzed as a random sam-
ple from a larger population of possible studies. The factor effects, therefore, are 
random if the levels of the factor used in the study representing only a random 
sample of a larger set of potential levels. 
Hi = a + Ui + ei (3.1) 
where a represents the mean of all compounds in the population, not just those 
which appear in the study. The random effects, u[s, are random variables with 
mean zero and variance al and the e\s are unknown independent and identically 
distributed normal random variables with mean zero and variance a^ as in the 
21 
previous fixed effects model. 
The fixed effects model is a particular case of the random effects model, where 
al is zero. Thus, the homogeneity tests of the random effects model focus on the 
null hypothesis HQ : al = 0, and ,if this hypothesis is believed to be true, a pooled 
estimate is computed under the fixed effects model. 
In Chapter 2，the effect of studies are fixed . On the contrary, the studies 
are treated as a random sample in this chapter. In this circumstance, statistical 
inference about the proportions of events in the studies based on random effects 
model is made. 
3.2 DerSimonian and Laird Method 
The heterogeneity test modified by DerSimonian and Laird (1986) was orig-
inally proposed by Cochran (1954). This DerSimonian and Laird's Q test is a 
noniterative test statistic consists of a weighted sum of squared deviations around 
the mean of the effect in each study. The weights are equal to the reciprocal of 
the estimated variance which allow for among-study variability. 
Let Xi be the number of events in the zth group and the corresponding sample 
22 
size is rii. Then the proportion of events in the zth group is 
八 工i 
Pi = — rii 
with its estimated variance 
M'^-Pi) 
Si =  
Ui 
Under the null hypothesis Hq : al = 0，the test statistic 
I 
2 = 1 
where 
扮 2 = 丄 a n d p = 
has an approximate chi-square distribution with ( / - 1) degrees of freedom when 
the sample size Ui is large. 
Note that when w, = n“ the Q statistic is related to Pearson chi-square 
statistic in (2.1) and becomes 
I 
Q = -Pf = X^PQ 
1=1 
where 
- Z L i ruPi � _ 1 _ 
P 二 and q = I - p 
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3.3 Generalized linear model with random ef-
fect 
The fixed effects generalized linear model based on the likelihood function is 
introduced in Chapter 2. Generalized linear random model uses quasi-likelihood, 
an extension of likelihood methods, is considered in this section. 
Supposing that we have a vector of observations y having n components, 
McCullagh and Nelder (1989) showed that a generalized linear model with random 
effects can be written as 
where e is a vector of random errors with E{e) 二 • and var(e) 二 a^V. And the 
matrix V can be completely determined as the distribution of y is assumed to be 
from an exponential family distribution. 
Further the link function g{fi) can be written as the linear model 
办）=7] = XP + Uih + ... + Ucbc 
where X is a known design matrix, is a vector of fixed effects, the Ui are known 
nx Qi matrices, and the bi are Qi x 1 vectors from random effects (z = 1, 2, • - •, c) 
Now, we rewrite the above model as 
办）= X0 + Ub 
24 
where U = [Ui： • • • :Uc] and b = [b[, ..•，//」：The random vectors 6-5 are assumed 
to be uncorrelated with zero expectation and cov(6) = • • •, a�Ic ) , 
where /丄，/之，• •.，/�are identity matrices. 
3.3.1 Quasi-Likelihood 
The Quasi-likelihood, or more appropriately the quasi log-likelihood, was de-
fined by Wedderburn (1974). This is actually a semi-parametric model in which 
only the first two moments of the response variable are needed. For an obser-
vation Hi with mean 叫 and variance V{fii), then the quasi-likelihood is given 
by 
rtJ-i y. — f 
込 ( 队 ⑷ 胃 沧 . 
Since y[s are independent by assumption, the joint quasi-likelihood of the obser-
vations is the sum of the individual contributions 
i 
Breslow and Clayton (1993) and Wolfinger and O'Connell (1993) show that 
solutions for (5 and b can be obtained from Q{y, fi) by iteratively solving the 
equations 
- 1 厂 r ^ 
XWX X'WU P XWy* 
= (3.2) 
U'WX U'WU + G-^ b UWy* 




D = [diJ./dr]] = diag[pi(l - pi)' 
RF. = diag[pi(l -PI)' 
• A = diag[l /n� 
Y* = 77 + (y - FL)D-' 
f] = xp + ui 
A = exp(X/3 + Uh)/[l + exp(X^ + Uh) 
for binomial response variable. Also, we can obtain the estimators easily by using 
PROC MIXED in SAS. 
3.3.2 Testing Linear Hypotheses about the Regression Co-
efficients 
For inference concerning the random effects parameters in the random effects 






F = ^ ^ ^ - (3.3) 
F in general has an approximate F-distribution, with rank(Z/) numerator degrees 
of freedom and n-rank(X) denominator degrees of freedom where n is the number 
26 
of observations. 
/ \ A /N A 
In (3.3)，C is the covariance matrix of f3 and b 
- — — 
XWX X'WU 
c = (3.4) 
U'WX U'WU + G-^ 
where “_，，denotes a generalized inverse. However, G is usually unknown and 
thus the estimate G is substituted into the preceding expression. 
McLean and Sanders (1988) show that C can also be obtained from 
A A 
A Cii C21 





C21 = -GU'y-^XCii 
C22 = {U'WU + G-^)-^ - C2IX'V-'UG 
V 二 UGU' + Ty-^ 
3.3.3 MINQUE 
The Minimum Norm Quadratic Unbiased Estimation(MINQUE) method sug-
gested by Rao (1972) is applied to estimate the variance components cr.f, •.., cr!. 
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However, before applying the MINQUE method to estimate the linear combina-
tion of variance components 
kiaj + k2(jl + • •. + kccrl + kc+icrl, k[s are constants 
we first linearized g{y) as in Schall (1991) 
+ � ( 2 / - A^ )’ 
where A没 is a diagonal matrix with zth element g'{iii). Then g{y) can be approx-
imated using a linear random effects model for Z given ji as 
9(y)�Z = X0 + Ub + �e (3.6) 
The marginal mean and variance of Zare given as 
E{Z) = Xp 
Cov(Z) = Uf fU + alE{AgVAg). 
As E(AgVAg) cannot be evaluated easily, we replace it by AgVAg. Here A^ is a 
diagonal matrix with zth element equal to g'{yi). 
Now, (3.6) is reexpressed as 
where [/c+i = ApX i^"， *^ = yi/2^ and V^ ^^  is the square root matrix of V. 
28 
We now apply the MINQUE method (C.R.Rao, 1972) to estimate the lin-
ear combination of the variance components. In computing the MINQUE, only 
matrix multiplications and inversions are required. 
Rao (1973) showed that the MINQUE estimator is 
= S'^w 
where 二 (o-J, b\�•. •, and its covariance matrix is . Here denotes 
a generalized inverse matrix S with its element, Si尸tY3x:e[RTiIU]X and the zth 
element of w is Y'RTiRY. 
In order to obtain the estimators, computation of matrices T and R is also 
needed 
c+l 
T = Y.UrU[ With T, = 
i 
After estimating all the variance components, inference about these parame-
ters is made. On the role of MINQUE in testing the linear hypothesis HQ : 
Ha'^ = c under a random effects model, Kleffe and Seifert (1988) suggested using 
the Wald test statistic 
T = (3.7) 
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which has a chi-square distribution with h degrees of freedom, where h is the rank 
of matrix H. This statistic is applicable for every component in the matrix S is 
positive. In addition, if a simple hypothesis of = 0 is considered, (3.7) reduces to 
T = 嘉 （3.8) 
where the ith diagonal element of is known to be the variance of of. 
Since our interest is to test the homogeneity of proportions of the studies，we 
consider the model 
Z = X0 + U如+ U.2e* (3.9) 
where Z is a vector of \og[pi/{l — pi)], X is a vector consisting of all I's, Ui is 
an / X / identity matrix, bi is random effect due to studies, and U: is a diagonal 
matrix with its elements 二 l/yjpi{l 
On the other hand, testing the homogeneity of studies is equivalent to test 
the variance of random effects, Hq \ al = 0. Thus, (3.8) is applied and the test 
statistic becomes 
了 (3.10) 
which has a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom. 
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3.3.4 Score Test 
Based on a generalized model with random effect, a score test of homogeneity 
derived by Commengges, Jacqmin, Moreau and Dartigues (1994) can also be 
applied. In contrast to the tests introduced previously, the score test does not 
require estimation of the parameters of a random effects model nor specification 
of the distribution. However, this test has less power than other tests based on 
random effects model. 
Suppose that the probability pij of presenting the disease for individual j in 
group i depends on a vector of explanatory variables via a logistic regression 
model with random effects: 
expiai + P^Xin) 
jpij = —~ 
1 + exp{ai + P^Xij) 
where is a vector of unknown regression coefficients and a^  is a random effect 
for group i which can be written 
= a + 沪 巧 ， 
where the v'-s are independent, identically distributed with unspecified distribu-
tion F and are such that E{vi) = 0 and E{vf) = 1. 
The log-likelihood for group i can be written 
6)= log J 
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where 
and the total log-likelihood is 
/ 
i二 1 
With the interested null hypothesis HQ : 0 = 0 and the alternative hypothesis 
Hi : 6 > 0, the score statistic is given by 
A QTj 
— 1 ^ \\dlogfu 二 , dHogfi 卜 ^ 
— 尚 [ 1 ( " ， 叫 ( " 於 
r f r 1 2 � 
1 / Ui m 二 A ] -Y^Vij^ij (3.11) 
j=i J 3=1 
\ J 
where A and P are the maximum likelihood estimators of A and /3 under HQ. 
To obtain a more concise derivation of the variance of S, we use the notation 
zjj = [1, x^-] and � =[ a , . 
Then the variance of S under HQ is 
S = LEE — LE-YL^^LJ-Y^ 
where 
匕 J L 一 
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and both the scores dk/dO, dU/d^ and the expectations are calculated at = 0. 
After some computations we obtain 
I I ( \ 
= j H •恥(1 — • 恥 ） + 2 ， 
j=i \ j J 
I 71 i 
I-n 二 y^ y^ VaQii^ii^Ji^ 
I rii 1 
i=lj=l ^ 
The variance of S can be estimated in replacing by f>,j in these expression. 
To consider a simple case which has no explanatory variable, we first reexpress 
(3.11) as 
S = 去 £ [y.j - P.j)iyu — V.J') + E 一 P.J? — P.jQ.jl I • (3.12) 
口 1 U=i w j=\ , 
When there is no explanatory variable, we liavc f),j : p = Vij! Yh = 
E, Vihi and the second term iii (3.12) is strictly null. Then the score statistic 
becomes 
s = y'j — Pu) (Uu - p,j) 
-；=1 J=\ J^J' 
1 二 
: Z {(//< 一 "'）（1 一 p) + — — 一 + — //,)(! — p)(-p)} 
-1 = 1 ^ 
I I 
= — pf — 2//,(l — p){iu in, — ！ A ) i r - - p f - (了“ — 
“ 1 = 1 
1 I 
= ^ Y . { [ " ' ( 1 一 /)) — — — — p f — (,。— //<)/'广)} 
一 - 1 ) 
I = 1 
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1 I 
=9 - ^ipf — Ui + 询ip — riif } 
1 r I (I I I \ ^ 
= ^ \ Y^iVi - - [ Y l V i - ^vY.Vi+fY.'^i f 
丄 U=1 \i=l i=l i=l / J 
1 r I . 「 广 1 I � （ I I \i^ 
= 9 \ Y^ivi -riivf - [ Y . y i - v Y . y i ] + [-vY.yi+P^Y.^A ‘ 
L U=i L \i=i i=i J \ i=i i=i J i J 
1 � I ] 
= 2 1 TM — 几 析 — 队 ( 1 —釣 > 
V i=l i=l J 
= ^ l^iVi - nrvf - v{l -
By using zij = [1] and 7 = [a], 
「 "1 1 / Tli UI 
Idd = j H E众J•知 (1 -6应知+ 知.)2 
^ i=l lj=l j=l _ 
1 了 
= t I ] - 6pq) + 2{nif>qf 
^ i=i 
1 1 I 
二 jn树(1 — 6 河 5 沪 々 2 ^ 〜 2 
"t ^^ 1 




= 姻 、 l ^ — f ) 
I Tli 
A 7 ~ Pij^i-j ^ ij -ij 
i=lj=l 
I 





S = lee ~ lo-yl^-^ljj 
二 去 n河(1 — m ) + I f f j y ^ i — 
4 2 npq 2 
1 3 1 ^ 1 
= - ^ r i p q - -np^f + -p^f Y.几? 一 _ P? 
3 1 z 
= r i p 卵 - f ) — - n f f + -p^^ YI 
丄 乙 i=i 
1 r I 1 
= q l^Ki -几 
1 r I ] 
= Q l^riiini - 1) 
^ u=i . 
Thus, the test statistic is given by 
^ 二 TLiiyi - riipf/M — ELI 几z (3 13) 
which has asymptotically a standard normal distribution and Hq is rejected for 
large values of the statistic. 
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Chapter 4 
Overdispersion and Intraclass 
Correlation 
4.1 Introduction 
For binomial random variable, the proportions often exhibit variation greater 
than expected. The assumption of binomial variability may not be valid. The 
data is then said to exhibit overdispersion, which is also known as extra binomial 
variation or heterogeneity. The overdispersion can be explained by the occurrence 
of variation between the response probabilities or correlation between the binary 
responses. Model-based methods for incorporating overdispersion lead to random 
effects model described in Chapter 2. 
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To introduce variability in the response probabilities, we assume that the 
actual probability of success for the observation is tt^ . Then, the conditional 
mean and variance are 
E{pi\7ii) = TTi 
, � - TTI) 
var(pj TTi) 二 
rii 
The quantity TTI is an unobservable random variable with its mean and variance 
E[TTi) Pi 
var(7ri) = - pi) 
where 0 > 0 is an unknown scale parameter. 
According the standard result from conditional probability theory, the uncon-
ditional mean and variance of pi are 
E(jPi) = p, (4.1) 
var(pO = + (4.2) 
rii 
In the absence of random variation, pi has a simple binomial distribution and 
var(pj) = pi(l —Pi)/ni, this corresponds to the situation where (/) 二 0 in the above 
equation. 
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Moreover, in the analysis of binary data, we always assume that individual 
responses are independent from each other. However, in reality, the responses of 
individuals within a cluster cannot be regarded as statistically independent and 
the intraclass correlation is exhibited. 
Let Xijk be the response of the kth. individual in the jth cluster in the zth 
study with corresponding cluster size riij. We assume that P{xijk = 1) = Pij for 
all individuals within a cluster, and the individuals are equally correlated with 
parameter pi first suggested formally by Landis and Koch (1977) as the common 
correlation. We have, 
Pr(:r”_A： = Xiji = 1)= pn = p^ + p 职八 1 — Pij) (4.3) 
PrOijfc 二 0Ci:ii = 0) = Poo 二 (1 — Pij? + PiPijO^ - Pij) (4.4) 
= 1 and Xiji = 0) 二 — pij){l - pi) (4.5) 
If Xij = Efc Xijk, then 
var(xy) = f y^r{xijk) + f f coY{xijk, Xiji) 
k l^k k 
= n m j ( l — Pij) + nij{nij — l)pij{l — pij)pi 
=T^ijPijC^ 一 Pij)[^ + {riij — l)pi 
In the presence of dependence, the variance is inflated by the factor [1 + (n.j — 
l)pi] whereas under the assumption of independence is nijPij{l — pij). 
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In this chapter, several statistics for testing homogeneity of proportions in the 
presence of overdispersion and intraclass correlation are introduced. 
4.2 C{a) Test 
The C{a) test developed by Neyman (1959) is based on the residual for a 
regression of score function for parameters of interest on the score function for 
the nuisance parameters. The nuisance parameters are then replaced by ^m-
A A 
consistent estimators. An estimator of ^ is root m consistent if y/m{9 — 6) 
is bounded in probability [y/m\9 - 0\ = (9p(l)]. The C{a) test is asymptoti-
cally equivalent to the likelihood ratio test and the Wald test but is easier to 
implement, since it involves parameter estimation under the null hypothesis only. 
Furthermore, the C[a) statistic based on the maximum likelihood estimators of 
the nuisance parameters is identical to the score statistic of Rao (1947). 
In testing Hq : (pi = 0 with 6[s treated as nuisance parameters, the C{a) test 
is based on 
where jSij is the partial regression coefficient of 论 on 飞 denote 
i'i = 县 
她 0 = 0 
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— i 
The variance-covariance of T is given by A — BC~^B', where the (z, j ) element 
of A, B and C are , , ( - m \ 
Aij = E — ， 
小力小j 
B E H ] 
/ 一 dn \ 
Cij 二 E  
\^洲 i洲j 0=0/ 
respectively. Replacing 6* by ^ in T,A,B and C. The C{a) statistic is V{A — 
which is approximately distributed as chi-square with {k — 1) de-
grees of freedom. If the maximum likelihood estimate of 6 is used, Ti{6) = 
and the C{a) statistic reduces to a score statistic. 
4.2.1 Correlated Binomial model and Beta-Binomial model 
The beta-binomial model suggested by Williams (1975) is a parametric method 
for analyzing binary response data. Responses within a cluster are assumed to 
provide a set of independent Bernoulli responses conditional on the cluster-specific 
success probability. And, the variation in this probability from cluster to cluster 
follows a beta distribution. 
An alternative to the beta-binomial model was presented by Hasemand and 
Kupper (1978) called the correlated binomial model. Their approach involves 
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"correcting" the usual binomial model to account for the within-cluster depen-
dency. Since they believed that the responses in the same cluster tend to have 
some relationship to one another, an appropriated model should in some way 
allow for an assessment of this possible intra-cluster correlation. 
The C{A) test statistic for testing HQ : 6 = 0 in beta binomial model is 
identical to that for testing Hq : (f) = 0 in correlated binomial model. 
似 … 二 1 ) ( 4 . 6 ) 
which has an asymptotic chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom. 
Also, this statistic can be written as a function of ( j ) . As we put (^i — 
riipy = niPi{l 一 pi)[l + {rii - 1)0] into (4.6), then 
二 {ELn-^n,-!)</>}' 
— - 1 ) 
— 2 
Apart from this, Gart (1970) showed that when the sample size are equal, 
rii 二 n for all i, the Pearson chi-square test for the homogeneity of binomial 
proportions is optimal against the C{A) test. 
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Moreover, that ^ and Xc(a) are related by 
2 _ n 
处 ⑷ - n —1 l ^ ^ T i r J 
Although it is clear that the test statistics and Xc{oc) are simple function of 
one another, the tests based on them are not equivalent because the referenced 
asymptotic distributions" differ. 
For the beta-binomial model, the log likelihood function is given by 
h 二 i^ + f ： 它 log(p + m 約 + ilog(l —m約 
i—\ lm=0 m—0 
UI-L -
— [ l o g ( l + m約 (4.7) 
and the C{a) test statistic is derived as followings: 
, d k ^ Ppi m 几 ！ m 1 
= 5： E - + E E ^ 
^^ 0=0 i=l Km=0 y 771=0 丄 p m=0 J 
—^ i^ii^i - 1) (rij - Xj- - X,) n,(n, - 1) ^ 
= ^ ^ 2 ^ / 
1 + f iCz^ a:! — 1) (n, - Xi){n, - 1) ociirh _ Xi") � 
= o Z^ 1 + — 1) } 
2 fc^ P Q q J 
I ^ fx - n. — 1 � 
= o ^ —[q^i - q- n,p + px,] + ———[n, - x^- niq] 
[PQ q J 
1 J f n, - 1 1 
= I ] 二[工t - 1 - n,)] + — — — - X,) ^ 
- y V Q . Q J 
1 I 
=7.~ X ] — 2nipXi + {n^pf - + 2pXi — 
1 f 1 / I I \ 
= — - mpf - ^ X, + 2p ^  X, ^^� 
-pq li=l i=l 1=1 1=1 J 
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^ V / — " � — 1 rn \ 
^ ( -xi{xi - 1) {rii - Xi - l){ni - Xi)] 
二 — ^ — / 
= ^ E 一 + 而 ( f - + + — A . ) } 印 Q i=i 
1 I 
= ^ … - q ) — 20CiP(q + prii) +p^ni{ni — 1)} 
= ^ I ^ X (I — ry)2 Z^ ^ ( 
^^ 6=0 I m = 0 P m=0 I 丄 P) m = 0 ) 
“i=\ I P 
- Xi - l){ni - Xi){2ni — 2xi 一 1) + (rii - l)ni{2ni - 1 ) | 
= i E {2(2p — l)xf + — n,) - 3(2;. -
y i=i 
+ [(2p — 1) — 6n,p2(i — ni)]xi - — l)(2n, — 1)(2 — p,)] 
Under the null hypothesis HQ : 0 = 0, the x-s are independent binomial 
random variables and hence 
E{x,) 二 IMP (4.8) 
E[x,{xi - 1)] = - (4.9) 
E[xi{xi — 一 2)] = — l)(n, 一 (4.10) 
- l)(xi — 2)(x, — 3)] = — l)(n, - 2)(n, — (4.11) 
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By using these equalities, we get 
/ _f)2i \ 1 I 
‘=K 道。hs 一） 
V e=.oJ 
After substituting the consistent estimator p = EL i 工 i / 几 i into ^ and 
A, the C{A) test statistic is given by 
2 ri J i (Xi-Tlip)'^ i l ] 2 � l x ^ ( 1 � ] 1 
Xb = 互 1 ) 
L Ki=l ^^ 1=1 >M L � = 1 . 
{ELi(而—一 )7 (糊 -ELinO" 
= 7 )——�yf 
For the correlated binomial model, the log likelihood function is given by 
I 
k = K + ^ [ x j o g ( p ) + {rii - Xi)log(^)； 
i=\ 
/ 「 必 -
+ T j o g l + :3~^{(:r;2 — nw)2 + :r“2p—l)—n2p2} (4.12) 
i=i L ^P ^ . 
and the C{a) test statistic for Hq : (p = 0 is derived as followings: 
, ^ die = J L — riipY + 0Ci(2p - 1) - riip'^}'] 一工 
一 ^ " — s U w _ 
{xj - riip^ + Xi{2p - 1) - riip ]^ 1 
X [ W J J “ 
_ ^ Oi - nip)2 + Xi{2p — 1) — mp^ 
= k w 
护 I 1 r I 
威 = � =i ^ i g 知 V [ - ( … 如 � n z P ] 
4 4 
2p)[{xi — mpf + 
二 I ^  M [-^i i^i —几iP) + riip 
p V [TL 
— Y M 一 一 几IPF + 而 - 1) - RIIP^] > 
i=i J 
—1 I 
= ⑩ (几t —1)(工 i - n i P ) 
+ (<? — P)[{^i - nipf - xiq + p{xi - Tiip)]^ 
^ = ^ , — n � 2 + 工 � p 一 1 ) - 几 ⑶ 
兩 " — W -
{xj - riipf + Xi{2p - 1) - | 
X W JJ ,=0 
= + [ [{Xj - Uip)'^ + Xi{2p - 1) - riip^] \ 2 
一 ^ I + — n劝2 + - 1) 一 叫 J 
0 = 0 
= + [O i — riipy + Xi{2p - 1) - riip^f 
Under the null hypothesis Hq : (f) = 0, the x\s are also independent binomial 
random variables as in the beta-binomial model. By using (4.8) -(4.11), we obtain 
,=^  ( \ 
一 V 鄉 2 � = � ) — 白2 p � 
B = U o 
Substituting the consistent estimator P = ^I/ ELi 几I into IP and A, the 
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C(a) statistic becomes 
2 = [ELi(工i - — pq E L i 叫]2 \ELi nijui - 1)1"^ 
Xc — [ J [ 
= ？ )——�yf 
4.2.2 C{a) Statistic Based On Quasi-likelihood 
A semi-parametric procedure, the quasi-likelihood approach, is available for 
testing homogeneity of proportions in presence of overdispersion. By using (4.1) 
and (4.2) as the mean and variance respectively. The Quasi-likelihood, given 0, 
is 
I 爪i 1 
+ (riij - x,,-)log[(l — — Zij)]} (4.13) 
where Zij 二 Xij/riij. 
For the derivation of the C{A) test statistic, it is convenient to reparameterized 
Pi by Pi = p + Ti with TJ = 0 under HI. Then the null hypothesis, Hq, becomes 
testing Ti = 0, 2 = 1, • • •, / — 1, with p and 0 treated as nuisance parameters. 
By differentiating the likelihood by r^  and p respectively, we obtain 
dQ — ^ 1 / Xjj - rijjp - TiijTi \ 
^ — h 1 + (几”.一 + rO J 
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^Q 二 1 f Xjj - rijjp — UijTi I 
^ 二 i t h 1 + (几 ij - 1 )公 { ( p + n)(l-p-r,) J 
Note that for given 瓷 and 营 are unbiased estimating functions for the 
parameters ri, • • •, r/_i and p respectively. However, no such estimating function 
for (j) can be obtained from Q. Thus, we use the method of moment (Breslow, 
1990) and hence 
d 小 ‘ h h + - ^ - + K - - m ^ ) 
where N = ELI E ^ i n . , . 
Using these likelihood score analogs and following the previous procedure, the 
C(A) test statistic using the quasi-likelihood is 
2 二 1 + (nu - 1)询一 i } 2 � 
XQ — P(l-P) h \ + J 
where p and 0 are the estimates (moments) of p and 0, under HQ, obtained by 
solving 
Y T ( 句 — — 0 
and 
y y � ‘I ] 一 P � � j ('v — / ) = • 
simultaneouslv. 
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4.3 Dormer Statistic 
A method based on the direct adjustment of the standard Pearson chi-square 
statistics was proposed by Dormer (1989). The adjustment depends on clustering 
correction factors computed separately in each group. 
Donner (1989) suggested weighting the statistic by a factor 厂 1 + (q — 
l)p, where p is the intraclass correlation, assumed common across groups, with 
^ rii 3 = 1 2 
His suggested the adjusted chi-square statistic is 
么 = ^ niiPi-yf 
i二 1 [Dip(l-'p)_ 
where A = 1 + (Q — l)p and p is the analysis of variance estimator of p given by 
八— MSB - MSW 
P 二 MSB + (no - l)MSW 
where 
MSB = (M - I)-' £ - n^jp.f 
j=l ^ij 
I 爪i r- (n - — t._�2 
MSW 二 {N - M)-^ Y. E 
i=l j=l 
I I 
M = ^ m , ， N = ^ n , . 
and 
(M - / ) 
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Dormer proposed that the asymptotic distribution of Xd is chi-square with 
( / — 1) degrees of freedom. 
Unlike Donner, Mak (1988) suggested using different intraclass correlation for 
each study, pi. This proposed intraclass correlation pi is obtained from applying 
the within and between sums of squares formulae in variance component model 
to Xijk, kth individual in jth cluster in zth study. The measure pi is explicitly 
given by 
A _ MSA - MSW 
PI 二 MSA+{K-L)MSW 
where 
MSA = — ^ y ( � = i而 j ) 
爪i — 1 L^I 几I] 
1 �TTii rrii 
MSW = -
1 � r” '�n2.1 
/v — RII  
mi — 1 rii 
Furthermore, a new kappa-type measure of intraclass correlation was also 
proposed by Mak (1988). From (4.3) and (4.4)，the probability Ps that two given 
subjects from the same cluster having same responses is 
Ps = Poo 
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= P i j + PtPij{^ — Pij)] + [(1 - Vijf + PxViji^ — Pij).. 
= 1 — 2pi j ( l - Pij)(1 - Pi) 
When Pi=0, this probability reduces to po = 1 — — pij). Consequently 
the parameter pi has a kappa-type probabilistic interpretation , comparing ps 
with the hypothesized value po under p 二 0, i.e. 
Ps — Po = 1 - 2pij(l -Pij)(l - Pi) - [1 - 2pij(l - Pij)] _ 
1 - P o 1 - [1 - 2pij(l - Pij)] — 
By substituting the sample estimators of ps and po into the equation, we can 
obtain the sample measure of intraclass correlation. When the cluster sizes are 
all equal to n, say. Fleiss (1971) suggested using the estimators 
A 1 2 V—\ 工ij (几—工ij) 
Ps = 1 2^—f——TIT' 
rrii 苗 n(n — 1) 
Po = 1 - - Pij), 
where pij = Ylj Xij/nrrii and Xij = J]^ Xijk is the number of subjects affected in 
the jth cluster in the ith study, and the sample measure is defined as 
^Ps-Po E j Xij{n - Xjj) 
1 — Po min{n - l)pij{l — Pij) • 
When the sample sizes are not all equal, Fleiss and Cuzick (1979) defined K 
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as 
1 1 工ijij^ij - ^ij ) 
mi{n - l)pij{l - Pij) J riij , 
where fi = 几ij/爪i is the average cluster size and now pij 二 Xij/rriin. 
4.4 Rao and Scott Statistic 
Rao and Scott (1992) proposed a statistic based on ratio estimate theory and 
assumes no specific model for the intraclass correlation as required by Dormer's 
adjustment. The observed event rates pi are treated as the ratios rather than 
proportions. Their procedure is based on the concept of design effect. The esti-
mated design effects in each group are computed as di = v氛r^?(众)於)，where 
is the estimated ratio variance and YkTsiPi) is the estimated binomial 
variance 
Since pi 二 Ti/n; can be expressed as the ratio of the sample means 
Pi =— rii 
with 
爪I T.. 爪I r).. 
— 丄 I] 1 _ f'j 
Xj = } ^ — and n^  = ~ -
j—l 饥 i = l 饥 i 
The estimated binomial, yaiBiPi), is . 
M i ^ (4.14) 
rii 
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and the estimated ratio variance, vkrf>{pi), is given by 
”2广爪 L i �— 〜 色 ) 2 (4-15) 
�Li V'^i 一 丄 乂 
Under mild regularity conditions,(负—p^)/yjwkiR{pi)is asymptotically iV(0,1) as 
rrii oo for all i. Also, var/?(pi) is a consistent estimator of v a r � in the sense 
that rrii[vkiR{pi) — var(於)]converges in probability to 0 as oo, for each i. 
Finally, the Rao-Scott statistic is 
where the effective sample size n, 二 riildi and p = Z L i 无i/I^Li 化-Under the 
null hypothesis, X/?5 is asymptotically distributed as a chi-square with [k — 1) 
degrees of freedom. 
Rao and Scott (1992) also proposed another statistic which depends on a 
pooled estimate of an assumed common design effect. The adjusted statistic is 
given by X\RS = X^/D where 
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Chapter 5 
Example and Discussion 
As an example, we consider the data consists of calves affected by the effect 
of four antibiotics against "Shipping Fever". Calves arrive in trucks at the feedlot 
are checked upon arrived for signs of the disease. Animals that are confirmed as 
cases (from the same truck) are randomized as a group to one of the four treatment 
regimes. The aim of the investigation is to test whether the proportion surviving 
among treatments are significantly indifferent. 
Table 1 gives the number of treated animals within a 2 week period and the 
number of deaths at the end of the 2 weeks. The results for the example using 
different statistics is given in Table 2. 
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Table 1 ： A Hypothetical Drug Trial to Compare the Effect of Four Antibiotics 
Against Shipping Fever in Calves (a) Total number of calves (b) Number of deaths 
Treatment 
1 (a) 30 25 25 32 12 10 10 
(6) 3 0 4 10 0 0 1 
2 (a) 30 30 15 15 20 19 
(6) 1 1 1 1 4 0 
3 (a) 30 35 30 10 25 
� 5 7 9 1 2 
4 (a) 40 10 25 20 19 25 
(6) 10 1 1 2 1 2 
Table 2 : Summary of Results for Example 
Procedure Test Statistic P-value 
Standard Pearson chi-square = 8.995 0.029 
Testing Coefficient of logistic regression Xw = 8.4714 0.038 
Score test xLore = 1-944 0.163 
C(a)test on Quasi-likelihood XQ 二 0.348 0.951 
Donner XD = 4.29 0.232 
Rao-Scott XRS = 5-883 0.117 
Adjusted Rao-Scott XARS = 1-015 0.798 
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From this example, we can see the importance of accounting for the intra-
class correlations as the resulting conclusion about the equality of proportions is 
different when the correlation is taken into account. The Pearson chi-square sta-
tistic gives a P-value smaller than 0.05, whereas other statistics taking intraclass 
correlation into account has a P-value larger 0.05. 
Nevertheless, Tarone (1979) undertook a small Monte Carlo study to investi-
gate the small sample distribution of the test statistics and xlcare under the 
null hypothesis of binomial sampling, and reported that the observed significance 
levels for the test based on xLore are significantly lower than nominal for the 5 
per cent and 10 per cent levels, whereas the test statistic produced very good 
agreement between nominal and observed levels at levels considered. 
On the other hand, the Donner statistic and the Rao-Scott statistic seem to 
have a simpler form than the C(a) statistic based on quasi-likelihood. The Rao-
Scott statistic assumes no specific model for the intraclass correlation as required 
by Donner statistic. However, the price for this robustness will be some loss 
in power compared to optimal tests under a specified model for the intracluster 
correlation, provided the assumed model fits the data well. 
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The somewhat poor performance of the Rao-Scott statistics may be attributed 
to the fact that they are derived using a central imit theorem on the assumption 
that the number of clusters rrii are large, and in practice, in some instances, rrii 
is not larger enough for the central limit theorem to hold. 
The quasi-likelihood approach is a method of estimation that needs the first 
two moments of the data and in many cases it retains full or nearly full efficiency 
compared to maximum likelihood. Since the input is minimal, the method is 
robust to misspecification of finer details of the model. Though the Xq statistic 
has a simple form and need fewer moment assumptions, its performance is also 
less satisfactory. The poor performance of this statistics may be attributed to 
the fact that we need both m and riij large, and in practice n^ are never large 
enough for the Taylor's approximation to hold. 
Various statistics for testing for the existence of extra-binomial variability, 
either against a specific alternative distribution or against a general alternative, 
have been studied. It seems that the power of the standard Pearson chi-square 
statistic appears to be the best of all test statistics considered in this example. 
Nonetheless, this example is relatively simple and a further study of the compa-
rable situation in more complex cases is needed. 
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